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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. NOBLETIN COUNTRY FAIR FAIRGROUNDS WISHING WELL EVENING

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. at the country

fair Michael has a smile on his face while facing off

against Vernon.

Doger and Marriet are still wrapped in the giant snake’s

tail.

NARRATOR (V.O)

With a surprise of his life Michael

miraculously gotten magical powers

just like his friends have. Now

that he has magic powers, he can

finally save his friends.

VERNON

So you now have magic powers now,

big whoop. You still can’t handle

me punk.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

We will see about that.

Michael pulls out his magic wand out from his spellbook,

which it is a big club with metal spikes on it.

MICHAEL SPINE

Is this my wand. It’s like the one

that I drew. And it’s amazing.

VERNON

Yeah, yeah, sure, sure just swing

that wand of your right at me...

Michael swings his wand at Vernon hitting him and make him

FLY into the air.

MICHAEL SPINE

And it’s out of the park.

MARINETTE HONE

That’s great and everything

Nichael, but use 1 of your spells

to free us from this giant snake.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Sorry, I’m all over it.

Michael opens his spellbook and reads it.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Let try this.

Michael points his wand at the giant snake.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Magic Mash!!!

Michael FIRES a BEAM of WHITE AND PINK BEAM at the giant

snake hitting him and made it FLY into the air and out of

the country fair. Marinette and Dodger land down onto the

ground.

DODGER LONE

Thanks for saving us Nichael. Now

let’s save the rest of the fair.

They run away from the wishing well.

MYSTERY VOICE (V.O)

(wishing well)

Good luck Michael Spine, your wish

has been granted.

Suddenly Michael stops and turns back to the wishing well.

MICHAEL SPINE

Did the wishing well talk to me?

MARINETTE HON (O.S)

Come on Nichael.

Michael runs after his friends.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN



3.

EXT. NOBLETIN COUNTRY FAIR FAIRGROUNDS EVENING

DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the country

fair people are running for their lives as the thugs are

terrorizing the fair.

Some of people uses their MAGIC POWERS to fight back from

the thugs. Some of the thugs FIRE MAGICAL BEAMS at the

people, but the people run away from the attack.

Suddenly a FLASH OF LIGHT APPEARS in the sky. The Thugs see

the flash of light in the sky and cover their eyes. The

FLASH OF LIGHT DISAPPEARS.

MICHAEL SPINE (O.S)

Stuck in 1 Placea !!!

Suddenly the thugs struggle to move, but they can’t. Then

Michael, Marinette and Dodger arrive.

Michael TWIRLS his wand in the air and points it at the

thugs.

MICHAEL SPINE

Popa Boom!!!

Suddenly EXPLOSIONS come out from under the thugs feet

causing them to LAUNCH into the air. Marriet uses her

floating magic to make the thugs FLOAT down to the ground.

Then the POLICE OFFICERS arrive and uses his MAGIC BARRIER

SPELLS to trap the thugs in them.

FADE TO

INT. NOBLETIN ORPHANAGE LIVING ROOM EVENING LATER

Later at the orphanage Michael and Marinette are in the

living room with Blake and Jade.

MICHAEL SPINE

(hype)

You guys should’ve seen it. I have

took down these jerks with my magic

powers.

BLAKE

(laughing)

Oh as if, you’re just out of your

mind.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

I am not joking. I did got magic

powers. I wish from a wishing well

and this happened.

JADE

(to Michael)

Michael you are just making up a

silly story. You know that you

don’t have any magic powers.

Michael makes his spellbook FLOAT into the air. He takes out

his wand out from behind his back.

BLAKE

(ask)

What’s that and how is your

spellbook floating without any

magic? Is Marriet making it float?

Michael TAPS his wand onto the spellbook causing FIREWORKS

to come out of his spellbook. Blake and Jade and surprised

and they both drop their cups of tea onto the floor making

them CRASH on the floor.

JADE

I don’t believe this.

BLAKE

Nichael...You have...Magic powers.

MICHAEL

Told you!!!

The fireworks STOP and Michael closes his spellbook.

CUT TO

INT. HOSPITAL DOCTOR’S OFFICE LATER

Later at the Doctor’s office the DOCTOR is reading the

results from the test on Michael.

THE DOCTOR

(reading the results)

Looks like these results are not

lying.

(to Michel, Blake and Jade)

Michael has magic powers.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

See I told you I got magic powers

now.

THE DOCTOR

Got magic powers. Very interesting.

JADE

What do you mean doctor?

THE DOCTOR

You see now a days sometimes people

transfer their own magic powers to

others either if they are getting

old, having trouble with their

powers or just want to be a normal

person.

(Michael)

Please tell me boy, where did you

get your magic powers from?

MICHAEL SPINE

(answers)

Well I just wish for them. From a

wishing well at the country fair.

THE DOCTOR

You wished for magic powers. That’s

very rare. Mostly people are born

with magic powers, or they get

their magic powers when they get

older. But wishing for magic

powers. That takes luck and

patience, but you are lucky young

man.

MICHAEL SPINE

(hyped)

This is so sweet. Now that I wished

for magic powers, I can go to the

Traveling Magic Guild entrance

exam!

Michael runs out of the Doctor’s office.

BLAKE

Wait Nichael Wait!!!

Blake runs out of the Doctor’s office and chases after

Michael.

(CONTINUED)
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JADE

(to the Doctor)

Thank you doctor for the check up.

Jade walks out of the Doctor’s office.

CUT TO

INT. NOBLETIN HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY THE NEXT DAY

The Next day at Nobletin High School, the SCHOOL BELL RINGS

and all of the students come out from the classrooms and

walk into the hallway.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(speakers)

Attention all students, if any of

you signed up for the Magic Guild

Entrance Exams please come to the

main office to get your welcome

package.

CUT TO

INT. NOBLETIN HIGH SCHOOL MAIN OFFICE

Michael, Marinette, Dodger and Lolo enter into the main

office.

The SECRETARY is working up at the front desk. She puts the

welcome packages onto the desk.

Michael excitedly picks up a welcome package off of the

front desk.

MICHAEL SPINE

(excited)

This is so cool a welcome package

to the Magic Guild Entrance Exam.

MARINETTE HONS

We better read the welcome package

entirely, because there is a lot of

information here we might know

about.

Dodger looks worried while looking at his welcome package.

MICHAEL SPINE

(to Dodger)

Are you alright Dodge, you look

worried.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

Oh...It’s just that we will be away

from our love ones and we will miss

them.

LOLO

Of course they will miss you,

because they think you are losers.

DODGER LONE

I’m not a loser...In fact we are

not losers, we have magic powers

and special skills to enter into

the Entrance Exam. So we all have

magic powers and skills.

LOLO

Expect for Michael.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Oh really. Well time to be

speechless because I have magic

powers.

Michael SHOOTS a MAGIC BEAM out of his finger out through

the window. Lolo was surprised.

LOLO

That’s just fake.

MICHAEL SPINE

(upset)

It’s not it’s real.

LOLO

It’s fake.

MICHAEL SPINE

(mad)

Its real!!!

MARINETTE OHMS

Guys, guys please stop. Let’s just

stop this and open our welcome

packages alright?

Lolo walks out the office. Michael, Marinette and Dodger

exit out of the office.

CUT TO
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EXT. NOBLETIN HIGH SCHOOL COURTYARD DAYTIME LATER

In the school’s courtyard Michael, Marinette and Dodger are

sitting on a bench.

They open their welcome packages causing BEAMS of LIGHT to

come out of their welcome packages.

MARINETTE HONS

Wow!!!

DODGER LONE

Talk about a welcome.

MICHAEL SPINE

(excited)

This keeps on getting better and

better.

From the Beams of light come out a HOLOGRAM of a FAIRY.

WELCOME FAIRY

Hello and welcome to the Guild

Entrance Exam. I am the Welcome

Fairy and I am going to tell you

about the Guild Entrance Exam.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

This is so cool.

WELCOME FAIRY

Now for the magic guild entrance

exam. You will be needing your

spellbook, your wand and your magic

powers. You also need to bring your

fighting spirit because there are

parts to the exam where you need to

fight each other. At the Exam there

will be 1 Guild leader from each of

the 10 magic guilds attending this

years exam to watch you and wanting

you to join their guilds. That’s

all that I can tell you. Good luck

wizards.

The Welcome Fairy then DISAPPEARS back into the welcome

package. Michael is so hyped and exited for the Magic Guild

Exam.

MICHAEL SPINE

(to Marinette and Dodger)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE (cont’d)
You heard the fairy. You better

bring our A game to get into a

magic guild.

Michael then runs out of the courtyard.

MARINETTE HONS

(to Nichael)

Nichael wait!!!

CUT TO

INT. NOBLETIN ORPHANAGE MICHAEL’S ROOM LATER

Later at the orphanage Michael OPENS his drawers and take

out his clothes out from his drawers into his open suitcase.

Marinette comes into Michael’s room along with Dodger, Blake

and Jade. They watch Michael shoving clothes into his

suitcase.

BLAKE

Um...Nichael...could we come in?

MICHAEL SPINE

Yeah, sure whatever.

They enter into Michael’s room, while Michael continues to

pack.

JADE

So we understand that you are going

into the Traveling Guild Magic

Exam, but aren’t you going to be a

little bit home sick if you get in?

MICHAEL SPINE

(continuing to pack)

No I won’t I will have Marriet with

me.

BLAKE

But you are going to miss home,

right?

MICHAEL SPINE

No way. I won’t miss home, I will

bring home gifts from around the

world back to you guys.

(CONTINUED)
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JADE

But could you stop so we can talk

to you?

MICHAEL SPINE

Just keep on talking while I

continue packing.

Marinette uses her MAGIC POWERS to make an INVISIBLE WALL to

APPEAR and Michael SLAMS into it.

MARINETTE HONS

Nichael please stop, and let us

talk to you.

MICHAEL SPINE

OK fine, what is it now?

Blake walks up to Michael and puts his right shoulder onto

Michael’s left shoulder.

BLAKE

We want you to do your best. And

come back to us.

Michael smiles with pride.

MICHAEL SPINE

Of course I will.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

EXT. NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM DAYTIME SUNNY

ENCHANTED CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next day

Nichael and Marriet arrive at the Nobletin Magical Stadium.

Nichael smiles with pride and is excited.

MICHAEL SPINE

Wow this is so cool. I can’t

believe we are here. And now it’s

time to show everyone what I am

made of.

(CONTINUED)
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LOLO (V.O)

Which is just flesh and bones.

Lolo walks up to him with a bored look on his face. Michael

has a bored look on his face too.

MICHAEL SPINE

Hey...Lolo.

LOLO

Yeah, I’m excited to see you here

either.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Who care, I’m going to get into the

best Guild and soon I will find the

King of the World crown and become

King of the World!!!

LOLO

You go ahead and do that. I don’t

care.

Lolo walks away from them. Suddenly TRUMPET NOISE come out

from the air. Nichael panics and runs up through the

entrance to the stadium. Marriet runs after him.

CUT TO

INT. NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS

ENCHANTED CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Michael and

Marinette run into the stadium where the field is fill of

other people who are attending the exam.

Michael smiles with excitement as he looks around.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

This is so cool. I can’t believe we

are here.

MARINETTE HONS

I know right. This is awesome.

MICHAEL SPINE

I hope that things get better.

DODGER LONE

It just got better.

(CONTINUED)
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Michael Turns and sees Dodger is behind him. Michael smiles

and runs up to Dodger.

MICHAEL SPINE

Hey Dodger buddy. What do you think

of this?

DODGER LONE

I think that this place is busy.

Look around you there are a lot of

people from everywhere trying to

get to break into a magic guild.

MARINETTE HONS

I wonder which magic guild is going

to pick us?

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Attention all participants. Please

come into the center of the

building. All of the guild leaders

are coming out now.

TRIUMPHANT CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Michael,

Marinette and Dodger gather with a crowd of people in the

middle of the arena.

On the balcony comes out the 8 leaders from the 8 different

magic guilds. LEE DAR in his 60’s smart, wise, handsome,

friendly, bald, has a long white beard and a unibrow.

CAPTAIN WINWARD WAVES in his 40’s muscular, has a sailor

accent, has curly short hair and blue eyes. SIR ZIC MAJOR in

his 30’s muscular, smart, heroic, brave, has tanned skin,

blonde hair and 1 green eye and 1 blue eye. EDRICK FANG in

his 40s wise, shallow, grim, grumpy, bald, has black eyes

and wears white sunglasses. CHASE ACE in his 50’s

intelligent, responsible, has a brown mustache, and has a

unibrow. CHEF CHUMBA BOBO 10 years old, African, smart,

friendly cheerful, has blue eyes and curly brown hair.

ALESSANDRA GRACE in her mid 30’s looks like a young 25 year

old, 7’10 feet tall, beautiful long rainbow hair and pink

eyes. SLEEPY SAM 4’0 feet tall, sleepy, lazy, smart, wears a

sleeping mask, night shirt and night cap. SISTER LUNA

SCARLIGHT in her mid 40’s smart, beautiful, sassy, has a

British accent, and wears glasses. LAMLON GORY in his 30’s

smart, rough, rageful, fearless, has spiky grey hair and red

eyes.

MICHAEL SPINE

Hey...who are they?

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

Those are the main leaders of

today’s magical guilds we are going

to join.

CLOSE UP:BALCONY

The 8 Magic Guild leaders are all up on the balcony.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

There is Lee Dar leader of the

Questful Quails, Captain Winward

Waves the leader of the Soaring

Gulls, Sir Zic Major leader of the

Golden Griffins, Edrick Fang leader

of the Black Bats, Chef Chase Ace

leader of the Mighty Dogs, Chef

Chuma Bobo leader of the Wild

Warriors.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

Is that really him.

MICHAEL SPINE (O.S)

But he is just a kid. How did he

became leader of a Magic guild?

DODGER LONE (V.O)

It’s a long story. Alessandra Grace

leader of the Graceful Swan.

MICHAEL SPINE (O.S)

Wow she’s hot.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Sleepy Sam leader of the Sleeping

Willows.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

Does he sleep all of the time?

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Well it’s part of his magical

powers. Sister Luna Scarlight

leader of the Scarlet Scars and

lastly the Lamlon Gory the leader

of the Faithful Knights.

RETURN TO SCENE

DODGER LONE

These are the guild leaders who are

going to pick us to be part of

their guild.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

Well I certainly hope I join the

best guild.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Alright participants. These will be

this year’s traveling guild leaders

who are going to pick 1 of you this

year to be part of their guilds.

Now before we begin, would the

magic guild leaders have anything

to say before we begin.

Lee Dar stands up from his throne.

LEE DAR

Yes. I hope that all of you

participants shall do your best and

hope I pick 1 of you to be part of

my guild.

Captain Windward Waves stands up from his throne.

CAPTAIN WINDWARD WAVES

For all of my future matties I hope

that you will make me proud.

Sir Zic Major smiles and stands up from his throne and puts

his right foot on the edge of the balcony.

SIR ZIC MAJOR

With all of your heroic might. I am

sure that you all become great

wizards.

Edrick Fang stands up from his throne.

EDRICK FANG

Don’t show weakness. If you do. You

won’t be able to be part of my

guild.

CHEF CHASE ACE

I will surely pick the greatest

wizards for my guild and hope you

do your best.

CHEF CHUMA BOBO

You all do your best. If you do. I

will make you top wizards in my

guild.

(CONTINUED)
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ALESSANDRA GRACE

Make sure all of your magic attacks

and stylish, and if they are that

would be wonderful.

Sleepy Sam is still asleep on his throne.

SLEEPY SAM (V.O)

If you all hear me in your minds

please say yes.

EVERYONE (V.O)

Yes.

SLEEPY SAM (V.O)

Good. Just make sure you try your

hardest.

SISTER LUNA SCARLIGHT

Try your best and if you don’t you

certainly be kicked out from the

exam.

LAMLON GORY

I don’t give a darn about you guys.

But do your best.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Now everything is over with. Let

the exam begin.

GLORIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

MONTAGE:

GIANT PILLARS APPEAR out of the ground. Michael, Marinette,

Dodger and the other participants FLOAT into the air. They

land down onto the pillars and start to hope onto each of

the other pillars in front of them.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(speakers)

Each test will test your balance.

Michael leaps onto another pillar, but suddenly he starts to

lose his balance. Marinette grabs his hand and helps him to

stay onto the pillar.

The next test, is where thousands of pendulums are all

swinging in rows. All of the participants run through the

pendulum, dodge their swings while dodging incoming ENERGY

BLAST.

(CONTINUED)
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ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Your agility.

The next test is a running race. Nichael runs pass 2

participants while getting up to Marriet and Dodger.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Your speed.

The nest test is the participants, Michael, Marinette, and

Dodger are all standing still while being pelted by bean

bags.

MICHAEL SPINE

I don’t know why we are standing

still?

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

This is a test of your durability.

DODGER LONE

Now he tells us.

Dodger gets hit in the head by a bean bag.

The next test Michael, Marinette, Dodger and the other

participants are caring heavy boulders on their backs while

walking in a straight line.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And the final test will test your

strength and stamina.

The next test Michael, Marinette, Dodger and the other

participants are FIRING MAGICAL ENERGY BLAST out of their

wands at the targets.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

The exam also test your magical

powers.

Michael’s wand club CHARGES up and FIRES it at the target,

hitting it and causing it to EXPLODE.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Awesome!!!

The next test the participants, Michael, Marinette, and

Dodger are holding broomsticks. They FLOAT into the air and

start to FLY around the arena.

(CONTINUED)
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ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And your ability to control and fly

a broomstick.

Suddenly Michael broomstick BREAKS in half while he is

flying in the air. So he quickly uses his club wand and

FLIES through the air.

The leaders of the traveling guilds are surprised by the

site of Nichael who used his club wand as a flying

broomstick.

The next test the participants are up at cauldrons PORING

and mixing potions in them.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And your ability to make potions

together.

Marinette stirs her wand in the cauldron. She uses her magic

wand to make the potion FLOAT into the air and put them in

the bottles.

Dodger uses his LIGHT MAGIC to make a potion. A FLASH of

LIGHT comes out from Dodger’s cauldron. A magic potion

bottle FLOATS out from the cauldron.

Michael raises his want in the air.

MICHAEL SPINE

I wonder what happens when I can

use my wand club on the cauldron.

He TAPS it onto the edge of the cauldron and causing it to

BUBBLE and OVERFLOW. The bubbles then DISAPPEAR and the

cauldron TRANSFORM into a big bottle of potion.

The next phase of the exam is where 3 JUDGES read the

participants spellbooks.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

The next phase of the exam is where

our judges shall read your

spellbooks and tally up how many

spells are in your spellbooks.

Michael hands over his spellbook to the judges. The female

judge OPENS Michael’s spellbook and all 3 judges are

surprise while reading through Michael’s spellbook.

END OF MONTAGE

Michael, Marinette, Dodger and all of the other participants

all gather again in the middle of the arena.

(CONTINUED)
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The Scoreboard LIGHTS UP and revels the score to each

participant.

CLOSE UP: SCOREBOARD

A close up shot shows that Nichael is in the lead with a

score of 1000.

RETURN TO SCENE

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Which the points so far in this

exam is Michael Spine with a score

of 1000 and to a total number of

spells in his spellbook with a

record of 107250 spells.

All of the other participants APPLAUD for Nichael. Nichael

smiles with pride.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

Wow this is amazing.

MARINETTE OHMS

Who know a kid without any magical

powers can get the record for the

most number of spells in 1

spellbook, and to take the lead in

a guild entrance exam.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

That’s insane. If I have to keep up

with Nichael. I have to unlock as

many spells as possible from my

spellbook.

DODGER LONE

(smiles)

Good for you Michael.

LOLO (V.O)

I am going to crush that dork when

this is all over.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Now before we get to the end of the

exam where out get picked by the 8

traveling guild leaders. It’s time

to test your magical abilities in

battle.

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HON

(ask)

In battle?

DODGER LONE

Yes in battle. My mother and father

took the exams, and they have to

battle each other.

MICHAEL SPINE

(ask)

What happened?

DODGER LONE

My mother defeated my father in

combat, but soon my father became

obsessed with gaining more power.

MARINETTE HONS

Did he ever joined a magical guild?

DODGER LONE

He came back to his own guild, and

then the most evil thing has

happened to my father.

MICHAEL SPINE

(ask)

What was it?

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Now here are the matches today for

the Magic guild entrance exam

battles.

CLOSE UP BATTLE CHART

The Battle Chart APPEARS on the screen and it’s Michael

against Lolo, Marinette against FREAKY FEENA in her 50’s

beautiful, intelligent, rude, has silver hair and gold eyes,

and Dodger against ZOLLY HUGE 13 years old, a rebel, rude,

adventurous has freckles on his face, buck teeth, black hair

and has green eyes.

RETURN TO SCENE

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Each fight will last for 3 minutes,

do your best and may the best

wizard wins.

(CONTINUED)
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MAINETTE HONS

(to Michael)

You are up against Lolo. Are you

sure you are up for the challenge?

MICHAEL SPINE

I am totally up for the challenge.

You are looking at the future King

of the world.

Then suddenly the fighting ring APPEARS in the middle of the

arena.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

First up is Michael Spine and Lolo.

Michael and Lolo enter into he fighting ring. Then a MAGIC

FORCE FIELD APPEARS around the fighting ring so they won’t

leave the ring.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

If you go out of the ring you are

disqualified from the exam. So we

put up this force field just encase

if you attempt to go out of the

ring.

LOLO

Ready to lose future king of the

world?

MICHAEL SPINE

No I am not. I am going to be king

of the world if it kills me.

LOLO

I will make that happen for you.

MICHAEL SPINE

Bring it on Lolo Loser.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Fight begins now!!!

ACTION CLASSICAL FIGHTING MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Lolo

LAUNCHES through the air and his right arm GROWS BIG and

throws a punch at Nichael.

MICHAEL SPINE

Shield-a-Slam

(CONTINUED)
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Michael SLAMS his club wand on the ground, causing a MAGIC

SHIELD to APPEAR out of the ground. Lolo punches against the

shield and FIRES a MAGICAL ENERGY BLAST out from his left

arm at Michael.

Michael gets hit by the magical energy blast and SLAMS

against the force field.

MICHAEL SPINE

Booster-o-Mighty!!!

BLUE GLOWING ENERGY FLOWS around Michael’s body. Michael

LAUNCHES off from the force field and swings his wand club

at Lolo hitting him in the face and launching him upward

into the air and hit the ceiling of the force field.

LOLO

My turn now.

Lolo’s left foot GROWS BIG and stomps down onto Nichael.

MICHAEL SPINE

Club-to-sword!

Michael’s wand club TRANSFORMS into a sword.

MICHAEL SPINE

Shock Drop.

Michael raises his sword in the air and a MAGICAL LIGHTNING

BOLT SHOCKS Lolo and makes him fall down onto the ground.

Lolo gets up off from the floor of the fighting ring and

LAUNCHES himself at Michael.

Lolo’s head then TURNS into STEEL and headbutts at Michael.

MICHAEL SPINE

Sword-to-club.

Michael’s sword TRANSFORMS back into a club.

MICHAEL SPINE

Energy-Boost-upper!!!

Michael swings his wand club at Lolo hitting him in the head

and causing him to SLAM against the wall of the force field.

LOLO

You are going to pay for that

punk!!!

Lolo’s belly GLOWS and FIRES an ORANGE ENERGY BLAST out of

his belly at Nichael.

(CONTINUED)
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Michael dodges the attack and runs up at Lolo. He swings his

wand club at Lolo. Lolo catches Michael’s wand club and

throws it onto the side.

Lolo FIRES MAGICAL ENERGY BLAST out from his hands at

Michael. Michael gets hit by the energy blast and SKIDS

across the floor.

Lolo’s fist GROW BIG and run at Michael. Michael’s club wand

FLOATS in the air and LEVITATES towards Michael. Michael

catches his club wand and swings it at Lolo.

Lolo gets hit by the club swing and CRASHES through the

magical force field SHATTERING into pieces, and causing him

to fall out of the fighting ring.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Michael Spine Wins!!!

The participants, the guild leaders, Marinette and Dodger

clap for Michael’s win.

MICHAEL SPINE

Who has 2 thumbs and is going to be

the new king of the world. This

guy.

Lolo stands up from the floor and brushes himself off.

LOLO (V.O)

I should’ve used my last name in

the battle, because it’s my most

powerful move.

Michael walks out of the fighting ring and walks up to

Marinette and Dodger.

MARINETTE HONS

Great work Nichael. You are amazing

in the fight.

MICHAEL SPINE

Thanks Marinette. I hope I get into

the best traveling magic guild to

go into.

MARINETTE HONS

I hope so to.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

I know right. What do you think

Dodger?
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Dodger has his arms crossed in front of him and has a smile

on his face.

DODGER LONE

Great work Michael.

Dodger walks away from them.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Please have the 2 other fighters

into the ring, the next fight shall

commences.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Michael just got stronger in 1 day.

I hope I can sir pass him in 1 day.

THE END


